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Radio control center - Central fire alarm system 8 groups
RFZ050D

Hager
RFZ050D
3599430039072 EAN/GTIN

964,53 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

RFZ050D radio control center Type of installation surface-mounted, radio connection, external interface, number of alarm groups 8, height 325mm, width 220mm, depth 88mm,
number of outputs for acoustic signaling devices 0, number of outputs for optical signaling devices 0, number of detector addresses 30, emergency power supply integrated,
with power pack, operating voltage 230V, current consumption 50mA, BEKA center for 50 wireless detectors, white. Bidirectional radio fire detection system for preventive fire
protection in the construction and operation of day-care centers for children, in small homes, accommodation facilities, hotels with more than 12 beds up to 60 beds for which
no BMZ is required, as well as for residential facilities for seniors, the disabled or other special types of housing . The bidirectional radio transmission is transmitted using two
separate radio bands with frequency interference changes in the 434 MHz range with 20 frequencies and in the 868 MHz range with 4 frequencies. A maximum of 64 automatic
or manual devices can be controlled and evaluated in the 8 detection areas, which are integrated with automatic sensor head detection and push-button teach-in procedures
(max. 64 devices: 50 detectors, 14 wireless indoor sirens or 10 repeaters). The control panel has the connection option for alarm, fault, collective alarm reset with 3 switching
inputs, day/night operation and has 4 relay and open collector switching outputs each for the external control of other display devices. The control panel checks the
transmission path of the integrated detectors and components bidirectionally within 300 seconds and thus ensures a close-meshed transmission path check. On the central
display, status/fault or alarm messages are signaled in plain text with location/time information in combination with the 3-color display as an optical and additional acoustic
signal or via the optional GSM module RFW066D for SMS or e-mail to 8 forwarded to defined recipients. The last 1000 events can be viewed chronologically. During
commissioning, the configuration is carried out manually on the central display or text entries and other settings, as well as archiving via the USB or RS232 interface can be
uploaded or downloaded to the central display using the configuration tool, and after the initial installation has been completed, an automatic overall check of the entire system
is carried out and transmitted via USB interface, SD card or optionally with the GSM module by e-mail in the form of a handover/commissioning protocol. With the optional GSM
module, after confirmation by a trained person, the control center can forward a status...
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